
product presentation

82% Polyester, 16% Cotton
Imported
Buckle closure

EXCELLENT QUALITY & SOFT TACTILITY- This lovely hat is exquisite-made of fine faux suede,
lightweight, breathable and soft to the touch

GREAT FIT FOR MOST PEOPLE- This baseball cap is measured of approx. 22~23 inch on head
circum, which is the generic hat size for almost everyone, with an adjustable metal buckle on the
back, easy to adjust and slip on/off

UNISEX STYLE & VARIOUS COLORS- Curved brim for the traditional six-panel baseball cap look,
and comes in 11 colors for both men & women, it will match any outfit for you in any time of the day
or season

**ATTENTION** We are the only authoritative store selling JOOWEN products, any product
purchased outside of our store will differ from the photos you see, so please confirm the item is
【Sold by JOOWEN and Fulfilled by Amazon.】













Top quality faux suede baseball cap. Adjustable velcro strap in the back for finding the most
comfortable way this hat sits on your head.
Refined, modern take on a trend we love with this structured 6-panel hat featuring a curved brim.



●Item Type: Baseball Cap
●Style: Sports
●Material: Faux Suede
●Colour: 11 colours available
●Size: Adjustable, approx. 22"~23"
●Occasions: Daily life/ Outdoor sports/ Street wear

●The item colour might be slightly different from the picture due to the difference of light condition
or display effects, please kindly understand that.

 



As one of the old hat brands, Aungcrown has always conveyed a tenacious and tenacious
spirit. The 



brand soul incorporates a culture of hat culture that is unwilling to compromise, pursue
excellence,

and trend.



About customization:

1. Our product price is pure clothing price, does not include printing fee. The specific price depends on
the quantity

 you have customized and the content of printing. Please inform us of the style, printing content, printing
position 

and quantity of your choice. We will help you to calculate the custom price and shipping time as quickly
as possible.

2. We have our own printing workshop, embroidery workshop, etc. The craftsmanship is complete, we
will inform you

of the most suitable printing process when you receive your printed content.



3. Print content as much as possible to provide high-definition images, the clearer, the better the printing
effect, too 

small and unclear to print out the effect is not beautiful enough.

4. After the order is placed, the construction period is usually 2-4 days. Please inform us of the urgent
order, we will 

give priority to help you.

 


